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Supervised Word Sense Disambiguation with
Recurrent Neural Network Model
Chandrakant D. Kokane, Sachin D. Babar

Abstract: Disambiguating words is a branch of artificial
intelligence that deals with natural language processing. The
dissatisfaction of the motive of the word deals with the polysemy of
the ambiguous word, processing a single word in natural
language, having two or more meanings where the corresponding
context discriminates the meaning. Humans are intelligent
enough to derive the meaning of the word because they are a
biological neural network. Computers can be trained in such a way
that they should function similarly to biological neural networks.
There are four different suggested approaches to clutter as the
knowledge-dependent approach and the machine learning based
models which are further classified as supervised, semi-supervised
and unpublished learning models. The purpose of this research is
to improve better communication between computers and humans.
The discussed model used a supervised learning approach with
recurrent neural networks.
Keywords: Supervised learning, recurrent neural network, word
sense disambiguation..

I. INTRODUCTION

The

word-sensing discrepancy in natural language
processing mainly focuses on important problems related
with identifying the correct understanding of the word.
Oblivion is related to which word is used to know the true
and precise meaning of a sentence. A lot of words have been
used in the English language which have different senses
and meanings. WSD deals with the problem of choosing the
correct meaning related to correct word perception. The
solution to this problem improves the relevance of search
engines with real-time information. The human brain
(biological neural network) is quite smart and trained to
decipher words. A simple reference is what a person needs to
understand the true meaning or meaning of a word. Human
language develops in a way that reflects the natural potential
provided by the human brain i.e. biological neural network.
In computer science and information technology, training
computers for natural language processing and predictions
by machine learning or artificial intelligence has been a
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long-term challenge. Currently there are so many
applications or technologies that they are working on
solving this problem but still there is scope for improvement
and accuracy. In today's modern world, people are heavily
invested in the ability of computers to solve various
problems in their daily lives. From finding directions
through GPS to calculating their tax returns, most people
rely on computer equipment in one way or another. For
better user experience and better interfacing between user
and machine, clear communication between them is
required. One obstacle in the way is the problem of
ambiguity in the word senses. To reduce this problem and
increase computer intelligence, we propose our research for
word sense disambiguation. For example, consider a word
bank in English which has different meanings: various as
commercial banks, blood banks and riverbanks. The word
sense appropriately replaces the ambiguous word based on
the context surrounding the sentence. Here we are focusing
on the English language and in the same, there are a lot of
ambiguous words whose meaning is stated by the
surrounding and position of the word in the sentence.
There are two different approaches to WSD,
1. Knowledge-based approach
A knowledge-based algorithm uses various readable
resources such as machine readable dictionaries (MRD) to
identify correct understanding of WordNet words. These
algorithms are easy to implement and first had to be
developed while trying to solve the WSD problem. A
knowledge-based system only needs access to commercial
dictionary resources to begin the process of lexicography.
The drawback of these algorithms is that their performance
is limited to the speed of discovery and retrieval of these
resources. As resources grow, latency increases and
performance decreases.
Example LASK algorithm
II. MACHINE LEARNING-BASED MODELS
The Machine Learning based approach consists of three
different learning methods as,
a. Supervised learning
Supervised methods depend on the hypothesis that the
available reference can provide enough information by itself
to disregard words. Because similar meanings and
arguments are considered redundant. The learning set is
designed primarily to infer the exact meaning of a fuzzy
word using a few sentences for a fuzzy system, with a
specific meaning for that particular word. A system finds the
correct meaning of a vague term for a particular context
based on that defined training set.
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The approach always generates rover performance more
than any other method.
Further, these supervised models are subjects of acquiring
the new deep information as they rely on a considerable
amount of manually meaning-indexed resources for learning
purposes that are not difficult and inexpensive to generate.
Examples are Na Methodve Bayes Method, Decision Tree
Method.
b. Semi-supervised methods
The learning approach is called a mixed approach. Many
word perception exclamation specified methodology used a
semi-supervised type of learning’s that allows both
manually published and unpublished data for training. Due
to the lack of training data in this approach, the novel
bootstrapping method starts with a based level small amount
of root information for each word. The information is either
a fixed number of fixed fire decision rules (eg, 'bank' in the
context of 'transaction' almost always states a financial
institution) or manual formally tagged training corpus. The
root knowledge is used to train the initial classification,
using any type of the supervised methods. This said
classifier is further used on the untouched part of the tagged
corpus to extract a large training set, which contains only the
best assured classifications. This process repeats, with each
new classifier being sequentially trained on large training
data, until complete data is trained, or till a given maximum
number of training iterations is remain.
Example Yarowsky bootstrapping method is label
propagation algorithm.
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c. Unheard method
In the untrained learning approach, label information is not
available for training, so the most important task is to derive
patterns from fuzzy data. The unprocessed learning
approach is the biggest challenge in word sense
disambiguation. The bottommost assumption is that the
words with same or similar meaning must and should occur
in same contexts and thus the senses can be stimulated by the
reduction of words using some measure of the context of
similarity, a process as word perception discrimination or
induction is referred to the performance of the unavailable
learning approach has been observed to be minimum than
the other teaching methods that are said above. But it has
been observed that untrained education will remove the
impediment to knowledge as they are independent of manual
efforts.
Examples are using the co-event graphing / hyper-lex
algorithm, WSD parallel corpora.
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IV. LITERATURE SURVEY
The literature survey is carried out with a consideration of
four different words.
A. Knowledge-based approach
Myung Yoo Kang, Tae Hong Min, Ja Sung Lee [8] (2018)
The authors elaborate the term vector semantic model to
reject more granular meanings in reference vectors by
incorporating extended mean space. They have used a huge
Korean meaning-tagged corpus and created an embedded
emotion space together with knowledge-based model and
evaluated effectiveness of the embedded meaning for word
perception. The results of their experiment with a Korean
corpus displayed that the proposed method, i.e., the
embedded meaning space model, is more efficient than the
word-space model [8]. The embedded sensation space model
is not useful because the sense reference or the unrelated
word reference are not available in the general context.
Uday Raj Dhungana et al. [12] (2015)
In this paper, the authors used a knowledge-based approach.
They have used the adapted LASAK algorithm to dislike the
word polysem in the Nepali language. They grouped each
meaning of a polysim word based on the verb, noun, adverb
and adjective, with which the word polysim can be used in a
sentence. Experiments with test data consisting of 201
Nepali sentences have been performed on 348 words
(including 59 polyseamy words and different senses of
reference words), indicating their system accuracy of
88.05%.
Michael Lesk et al.[16] (1986)
A paper written in 1986 by Michael Lesk has been proven to
be a revolutionary work in Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD). In this paper, he introduced his famous LASAK
algorithm which has been a key algorithm for the
knowledge-based approach WSD. The LESK algorithm uses
various MRD’s to calculate the correct senses of ambiguous
words. The algorithm searches for overlap in different
senses or signatures of a word.
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Sessions with maximum number of overlaps are selected as
the exact senses of the ambiguous word in given context.
Lesk concludes that the algorithm yields an accuracy of
about 50–70% depending on the use of MRD.
B.

Supervised Learning Approach

Edilson A. Corsa, Alneau A. Lopes, Diego R. Amancio [1]
(May 2010)
In this system the supervised learning model is used for
disambiguation, the words of the documents are represented
as nodes. If two nodes are connected if and only if they are
semantically similar. The major challenge the authors have
given is to form networks and explain the word by the
presence and context of the word. The learning algorithm
adopted in bipartisan networks mostly proves better results,
if and only if grounded features are correctly mapped to the
data context. The challenge of this method is edge failure
when mapping word sense. The said model gives best results
even though a small or moderate data is available for
training.
Tsinghua Wang, Junyang Rao, Qi Hu [3] (2014)
In this system, the supervised learning approach is used for
word comprehension, with the formation of a BoW of
reference. There are three different proposed stages in the
form of pre-processing, kernel, and classification. In the
creation of the word bag (BoW), the semantic diffusion
kernel in which the SDK is applied before classification to
improve the performance of the SVM. In the third and final
phase, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) model is used for
classification purposes. The limitations of supervised
training here are class labels[6] and co-occurrence
information is required. The limitation of BoW is that
cluttered grammar and order will lead to incorrect reference
to the word. Abdulgabar Saif, Nazalia Omar, Ummi Zakia
Zanodin, Mohammad Zuzadin Ab Aziz [5] (2018)
In this approach, the authors address the first phase of WSD
which is constructing the meaning tag. The construction of
comprehension tag data is very important for a supervised
learning approach that has yielded promising results in word
comprehension. Manual knowledge-based approach is labor
and time consuming task. The proposed method by authors
starts with mapping dataset of Arabic language Wordnet to
the Wikipedia. To select a Wikipedia article for the same
meaning in Wordnet. In a very first step of the mapping, the
cross-language model is used to identify the similarity
between the features of Wikipedia and WordNet meanings.
The proposed approach works as candidate extraction
model, candidate alignment method and example extraction
in three different stages. Ali Alkhatlan, Jugal Kalita, Ahmed
Alhadad [6] (2018) The proposed approach and the
paperwork are limited in Arabic, even though near about
half a billion are native Arabic speakers. In this work,
authors have presented several solutions to the problem of
disambiguation in Arabic language and use breakthroughs in
word embedding learning with two different approaches like
as GloVe and Word2vec. The primary drawback of word
embedding is the unvalued vector representation of the
meaning of a word, even though so many words are
polysemous words. The author's main contribution to this
work is to computationally obtain an embedding for each
meaning using Arabic WordNet (AWN) to overcome the
WSD problem. They also calculate word meaning similarity
giving consideration to several Arabic stemming
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approaches. Finally, the authors provide a large
pre-processed corpus to be prepared for single experiment
and a WSD test data based on AWN to fill gaps in Arabic
NLP (ANLP) as compared to English language[9]. P. of
Tamil Nadu, s. Srivatsa [10] (2012) the authors in this
research have applied a supervised model to word
perception using neural networks with minimum feature
sets. As we know on a neural network with a hidden layer
there are three layers in which hidden neurons from 5 to 20
are formed for clutter, with an increasing of 5-9 neurons at a
time. At least two features, Bigra and a discount is tried with
a maximum of trice features, trigram. The number of inputs
to the neural network is depending on the total number of
features that are taken for the training process. According to
authors Bigrams considers only two features including
ambiguous words and trigram considers only three features
(Including ambiguous terms). The total Performance is
calculated by using four different error functions. By
considering 60 different network architectures, 20 network
architecture generates trigram-based pattern recognition
network with cognitive 85.72% accuracy.
Ignacio Icobaciak, Mohammad Tahir Pilhwar, Roberto
Navigali [11] (2014) The main focus of this paper is on the
word embedding. This means collecting semantic
information from a collection of datasets. This is an example
of a knowledge-based approach. Word embedding is usually
a collection of names for advanced learning techniques in
language modelling and natural language processing. In this,
the results are evaluated using two methods as,
1. Lexical samples for WSD experiment.
2. All word for WSD usage.
The main interests were on the embedding and training
parameters of WSD facilities which were influencing WSD
performance. The maximum accuracy observed during this
experiment was 69.9%.
Niladri Chatterjee and Rohit Mishra [15] (2009)
In this paper, team members have represented a trainable
approach for Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). The
model mainly uses the concepts of context information
theory to get the exact and appropriate meaning of a word if
and only if the context information of the word is provided
or available. Looking at the training lesson, the model learns
to classify each and every occurrence of the target
ambiguous word in the true sense. The presented model uses
the principle of maximum penetration, looking at the sense
of the ambiguous word as a random initialized variable with
different results. The model then estimates the probability of
each meaning by measuring the 'bias' of the surrounding
words. The emotion with the highest probability is chosen as
the true meaning of the target word. The model has been
proven to provide accuracy up to 85%.
C. Untrained teaching approach
Yoán Gutierrez, Sonia Vezquez, Andres Montoyo [2]
(2011é) In this paper, he addressed the first step of the word
rank algorithm by the page-rank algorithm to specify the
term as the term or formation of a co-occurrence network. .
Two different approaches proposed for a knowledge-based
approach that use machine-readable dictionaries such as
WordNet and a second corpus-based approach that use
co-occurrence to measure similarity between words.
K.P. Shruti Shankar, at el. [8]
(2014)
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In this paper, the authors are mainly focusing on the word
sensation discrepancy system for Malayalam, a language
mainly used as a communication interface in Kerala, India.
The system proposed by the authors uses a data that is
collected from distributed Malayalam documents that are
distributed in nature[6]. For every possible meaning of the
target word, a unique set of training models called seed sets
are listed and represent the valuable meaning. According to
authors the collected and most related terms are counted as
training models.
Alok Pal, Anupam Munshi and Digant Saha [13] (2013)
The main focus of this paper is to speed up the process of
disambiguation using a filtering approach that detects the
specific senses of a given ambiguous word through
part-of-speech tagging. The exact fraction of the ambiguous
word is obtained at that particular instance. In the next
method, online dictionaries are referred to as wordnets, etc.,
which are related to part-to-speech to refute the true meaning
of that particular ambiguous word.
In the training data phase, Brown Corpus is used for online
speech as part of speech tagging and WordNet. In this
method to speed up the process of WSD, some relevant
glosses (words) are filtered and accuracy is increased.

unpublished training data. Their experiments in the Hindi
and Marathi language domains show that the system gives
good performance without language-specific information,
with the exception of the Sense ID present in the training set
with approximately 60–70% accuracy[10].
Lokesh Nandanwar, Kalyani Mamulkar [14] (2013)
This is a survey paper that describes three approaches used
in word comprehension:
1. Supervised Approach.
2. Semi-supervised approach.
3. Unproven approach.
These approaches are found to be very useful and successful
in the field of word perception. They are classified on the
basis of the main source of knowledge used for different
senses and the amount of annotated corpora required [2].
The following approaches described above the
semi-supervised approach require lower amounts of
annotated corpora than the supervised approach. Here,
annotate means that it is necessary to add some opinions to
the text and corpora [8]. By observing and testing the
approaches, the supervised approach gives better
performance than other approaches.
V. METHODOLOGY

D. Semi-supervised learning approach
Bridget T. McInnes, Mark Stevenson [4] (2014)
Methods suggested in this paper include both supervised and
unhelpful learning approaches. The use of supervised
learning information or labels creates training data, where an
unsupervised approach relies on UMLS (Joint Medical
Language). The authors propose two different scenarios as
mean_similarity and max_similarity in a supervised
approach. Meaning in similarity, the combined means of
calculating the similarity and degree of similarity in between
the concepts of each and every ambiguous words with all
possible occurred senses. The authors conclude that the
supervised learning approach produced 98% accurate results
for the Abrive dataset (dataset of summarization only).
Bartosz Baroda, Mackeyz Piaseki [9] (2009)
In this paper, the word meaning ambiguity is resolved using
a semi-supervised approach and the results described that
the proposed approach is very close to its accuracy for the
supervised approach. The drawbacks of using a supervised
and unhelpful approach are that the supervised approach
requires lots of human efforts to prepare training data. On
the other hand, the unused approach expresses significantly
minimum accuracy and the outcomes are not satisfied to
solve the problem. The main function of this model is to
reduce human involvement, but to manually assign senses
using a lexical-semantic resource known as WordNet. Here,
Lexicographer (LexCSD) is used to collect the corpus from
the given keyword. This keyword is then divided into groups
and some common keywords are found from the given word.
It is analyzed to find common features or senses in each
cluster. The evaluation is done later by crossing MRDs.
Pratibha Rani, Vikram Pudi, Deepti Mishra Sharma [10]
(2017)
In this paper, the authors present a general Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD) method using a semi-supervised
approach. They state that current WSD systems use
extensive domain resources and require advanced linguistic
knowledge. Therefore, to improve these factors, they
propose a system that extracts seed-based data from a small
amount of reference data that contains emotion tags and
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1. Training

Figure 1: Method for Training
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2. Testing

Fig.2 Method for Testing

VI. RESULTS
The Supervised model generates more accurate results and
gives 96.3 percent of accuracy for polysemy words. The
dataset Wordnet gives the final sense and word embedding
technique word2vec will generate word embedding vector
which will be provided as an input to the recurrent neural
network with some randomly initialized weights.
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VII. CONCLUSION

systems working on this task needed improvement. I have
noted the need to increase the accuracy of existing WSD
systems, and to advance our hypothetical model based on a
supervised approach. The model uses a two-tier algorithm
that uses our improvisation at the first level and the LASK
algorithm at the second level to maximize accuracy.

In a supervised learning approach, the main issue is to tag
the words with the right senses and the knowledge-based
approach is the most appropriate MRD (machine readable
dictionary). In this research, I observed the need for Word
Sense Disambiguation and saw that the accuracy of the

Figure3: System Architecture
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